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Abstract
Paleomagnetic techniques were used to determine crustal rotations at 
two locations along the Liquine Ofqui fault zone (LOFZ) in southern Chile, 
South America. East of the fault zone, near the town of Lago Verde, twelve 
sites drilled in intermediate volcanic rocks and diorite yielded a paleomagnetic 
pole at 82°S, 210.8°E (Ag5=8.3°), which, when compared to a Late Cretaceous 
reference pole (the mean of Butler et al. (1991) and Somoza (1994) poles) 
implies 17.7° ± 11.1° of in situ, clockwise rotation. At Cocotue Beach, west of 
the fault zone on Isla Chiloe, seven sites drilled in middle Tertiary basalts 
yielded a paleomagnetic pole at 54.9°S, 349°E (Ag5=15.4°) that implies 45° ± 
18.7° of in situ, counterclockwise rotation when compared to a middle Tertiary 
reference pole (Diehl et al., 1988) rotated into the South American reference 
frame. There is reason to have some reservations about data from both 
localities, but the results, nevertheless, are consistent with other kinematic 
studies along the LOFZ. The geology of the Lago Verde field area is described in 
aid of the paleomagnetic work.
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Margin-parallel transportation of blocks of continental crust is common 
along subduction zones where the down-going slab moves at an oblique angle 
relative to the over-riding plate (Fitch, 1972; Jarrard, 1986; Sylvester, 1988; 
Beck, 1991). This phenomenon, known as coastwise transport, can be 
responsible for thousands of kilometers of displacement, as along the western 
North American Cordillera (Beck, 1989). However, at subduction zones where 
geometric or geologic conditions (a buttress) at the leading end of a moving 
block inhibit displacement (Beck et al., 1993), the amount of coastwise 
transport can be greatly reduced. Workers have proposed that the Chiloe 
Block, on the coast of southern Chile (Figure 1.1), is a crustal sliver that has 
been detached from the South American craton along the Liquine-Ofqui fault 
zone (LOFZ) but has been laterally displaced only a short distance due to 
buttressing (Cembrano, 1992; Herve and Thiele, 1987; Beck et al., 1993).
The purpose of this project is to determine the direction and amount of 
crustal displacement at two locations along the LOFZ. To achieve this, 
paleomagnetic techniques (Chapter 2) were used at the Lago Verde area and 
northern Isla Chiloe (Figure 1.1).
In aid of this, the geology of the Lago Verde area was studied and is 
described in Chapter 3; this region is a critical area east of the LOFZ. This 
description is useful partly because there are few accurate geologic data 
available for the northern Patagonian Andes. Because the ages of rocks in the 























Figure 1.1; Location map showing the Liquine-Ofqui fault zone, the Chiloe 
Block, and the study areas, denoted by boxes, at Lago Verde and northern 
Isla Chiloe. GdP= Golfo de Penas.
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lithology and stratigraphy to correlate the rocks to similar formations of known 
ages in other parts of the southern Andean Cordillera.
1.2 BACKGROUND
1.2.1 GEOLOGIC AND TECTONIC SETTING OF THE LOFZ
The LOFZ trends roughly S10°W from 39°S, near the town of Liquine, 
past the town of Ofqui to 47°S at the Golfo de Penas (Figure 1.1). The geology 
of the area consists of three lithologic belts that parallel the Andean Cordillera. 
The westernmost belt is the Paleozoic Coastal Range forearc accretionary 
complex (Herve, 1988). It is composed of tholeiitic basalts and low-grade 
metasedimentary rocks that are metamorphosed to medium and high grades 
locally where intruded by the Northern Patagonian batholith to the east. Isla 
Chiloe is within this belt.
The central belt, the Northern Patagonian batholith (NPB), is a Mesozoic- 
Cenozoic magmatic arc (Pankhurst et al., 1992). It ranges in age from 
Miocene-Pliocene in the west to Jurassic-Early Cretaceous in the east. There 
is a corresponding compositional change, with granodiorites and tonalites in 
the west and monzogranites in the east (Pankhurst et al., 1992).
The eastern belt, which includes the Lago Verde study area, is 
characterized by discontinuous outcrops of three groups of volcanic and 
sedimentary rock; 1) the Lago La Plata Group; 2) the Coyhaique Group; and 3) 
the Divisadero Group. This eastern belt extends from 43° to 47° south 
latitudes and its western flank is intruded by the Northern Patagonian 
batholith. The Lago La Plata Group consists of middle to Late Jurassic 
volcanic rocks, which, near Lago Verde, include abundant rhyolitic to 
rhyodacitic ash-flow tuffs and lesser amounts of andesites and dacites (Haller
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and Lapido, 1982) The middle to Late Jurassic volcanism coincided with 
regional extension possibly related to the opening of a hack-arc hasin 
(Bartholemew and Tamey, 1984).
The second set of rocks in the eastern helt, the Coyhaique Group, is a 
sedimentary sequence deposited during a Tithonian to Neocomian marine 
transgression in a hack-arc hasin (Haller and Lapido, 1982; Bartholomew and 
Tamey, 1984). It unconformahly overlies the Lago La Plata Group (Skarmeta 
and Charrier, 1976).
The third set of rocks, the Divisadero Group, is Lower Cretaceous and is 
composed of rhyolitic to andesitic tuffs, tuff breccias, and pyroclastic rocks 
(Haller and Lapido, 1982). These rocks, which conformably overlie the 
sedimentary sequence in some localities (Haller and Lapido, 1982), filled the 
back-arc basin and record a marine regression that can be attributed to uplift 
during Cretaceous deformation (Bartholomew and Tamey, 1984).
Because the Lago Verde field area is in this eastern lithologic belt, a more 
detailed discussion of these rock units appears in Chapter 3.
1.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE LOFZ
The LOFZ is a 1000 kilometer long lineament defined by aligned glacial 
valleys and fiords along which there are discontinuous zones of cataclasites 
and mylonites (Herve, 1976). From 39°30'S to 43°15’S it has a linear trace 
that is cut by a dacite porphyry with a K/Ar date of 28 Ma (Herve, 1976).
South of 43°15'S, the LOFZ is a series of overlapping, en-echelon strands that 
are concave to the west (Figure 1.1). The Golfo de Penas, at the southern end 
of the fault zone, is interpreted to be a pull-apart basin (Forsythe and Nelson, 
1985), formed by northeast-directed translation of the Chiloe Block along the
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LOFZ. The oldest sediments within the basin are Eocene, suggesting that the 
faulting commenced at least 50 million years ago (Forsythe and Nelson, 1985).
1.2.3 LOFZ KINEMATICS AND PREVIOUS WORK
A discontinuous band of mylonites and cataclasites, up to 3 kilometers
wide, located along the fault trace, contains some kinematic indicators, 
though much of this band is either concealed by younger sediments, volcanic 
rocks and water or intruded by younger plutons. Conjugate mesoscopic faults 
indicate that dextral shear occurred on the northern fault segment (Herve, 
1976). Dextral shear was also documented at 42° S latitude (Cembrano,
1992) by consistent subhorizontal lineations, asymmetric feldspar augen, and 
steeply dipping, NNW striking foliations within the fault zone. Both workers 
inferred that dextral shear was pre-Miocene. In addition, there is evidence for 
post-Miocene dip-slip displacement that moved deep crustal rocks to the 
surface on the east side of the fault (Herve, 1976; Herve et al., 1990).
The amount of lateral displacement on the LOFZ is not known. 
Paleomagnetic data (Beck et al., 1991) indicate that there has been very little 
margin-parallel translation. Instead, the strain is manifested by small, in situ 
block rotations that are generally counterclockwise west of the fault (Garcia et 
al., 1988; Rojas et al., 1994), and clockwise east of the fault (Garcia et al.,
1988; Cembrano et al., 1992). Paleomagnetic rotations determined along the 
LOFZ are listed in Table 1.1
1.2.4 TECTONIC MODELS FOR THE LOFZ
Two current models attempt to explain why the Chiloe block detached
from the South American Craton along the LOFZ. The first is the "stress
5
indenter" model (Forsythe and Nelson, 1985). This model proposes that the 
collision of the Chile Ridge with the margin of the South American plate 
created a "lateral gradient in the horizontal stress field around the colliding 
ridge segments" in which the horizontal stress decreased away from the 
collision zone (Fors3dhe and Nelson, 1985). The Chiloe block then was impelled 
northward away from the high stress field. According to this model, the Chiloe 
block would have detached from the continent at 10-15 Ma when the first ridge 
segment collided with the trench. Subsequent ridge collisions at 5-6,3, and 0.5 
Ma would have moved the block farther northward.
The second model proposes that the Chiloe block detached from the 
South American craton in response to oblique subduction of the 
Nazca/Farallon plate beneath South America. Plate reconstructions indicate
6
Table 1.1: Crustal rotations along the LOFZ at different latitudes
Latitude Location _ Age Rotation # of Sites Source
43.6°S East 100 14.0 ± 12.2° 13 1
42.3°S West 20-57 -14.6 ± 11.8° 14 2
41.9°S West 40 -32.0 ± 34.9° 3 3
40.3°S West 300 -7.5 ± 39.9° 3 3
39.9°S East 176 53.0 ± 20.6° 1 3
39.8°S East 29 36.9 ± 18.0° 1 3
39.8°S West 190-200 -5 ± 32.5° 2 3
39.3°S East 4 49.9 ± 55.6° 5 3
39.2°S West 8 48.6 ± 29.8° 5 3
Notes: Positive rotations are clockwise, negative rotations are 
counterclockwise. Location is position east or west of the fault zone. Sources: 
(1) = Cembrano et al., 1992; (2) = Rojas et al., 1994; (3) = Garcia et al., 1988.
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that between roughly 60 and 26 Ma the Farallon plate was moving at an 
oblique angle with respect to South America (Pilger, 1983; Pardo-Casas and 
Molnar, 1987). This period of obhque convergence is coincident with pre- 
Miocene ages for dextral shear along the LOFZ (Herve, 1976; Cembrano, 
1992).
The second model proposes that the Chiloe block detached from the South 
American craton in response to oblique subduction of the Nazca/Faralien plate 
beneath South America. Plate reconstructions indicate that between roughly 
60 and 26 Ma the Farallon plate was moving at an oblique angle with respect 
to South America (Pilger, 1983; Pardo-Casas and Molnar, 1987). This period 
of oblique convergence is coincident with pre-Miocene ages for dextral shear 
along the LOFZ (Herve, 1976; Cembrano, 1992).
Counterclockwise rotations west of the fault may have resulted from the 
detached Chiloe crustal block rotating along scallop-shaped faults to escape a 
buttress (Beck et al., 1993). Instead of northward translation, as would be 
expected in the absence of a buttress, strain is manifested by the thickening 
and widening of crustal slivers.
2. CHAPTER 2: GEOLOGY OF STUDY AREAS
2.1 RECONNAISSANCE GEOLOGY OF THE LAGO
VERDE REGION
2.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Lago Verde study area is located at latitude 44°15' S and longitude 
71°58' W on the eastern margin of the Patagonian Andes of southern Chile 
(Figure 1.1). The region mapped encompasses roughly 70 km^ adjacent to the 
Chilean/Argentinean border. It is on the edge of a temperate rain forest, at the 
foot of Andean mountains up to 1200 m high. Exposure ranges from excellent 
to poor, with dense vegetation in poorly exposed areas. The field area is 
accessed via a new, well-maintained, transborder dirt road that leads eastward 
from La Junta on the Carretera Austral, the main road of southernmost Chile, 
(Figure 2.1).
2.1.2 USEFULNESS OF THE GEOLOGIC STUDY
This geologic study of the Lago Verde area is important on two levels. 
First, the information obtained is an important addition to the geological data 
base for the Patagonian Andes, which is very sparse. For instance, a published 
regional map between 43°30’ and 49°30’ south latitudes (Servicio Nacional de 
Geologia y Mineria, 1982) described the Lago Verde field area as containing 
marine sedimentary rocks belonging to the Coyhaique Group- a sequence of 
rocks actually absent from the area. While quite useful mapping contributions 
have been made along the Patagonian Andes (Skarmeta and Charrier, 1976; 
Bruhn et al., 1978; Baker et al., 1981; Haller and Lapido, 1982; Herve et al., 
1987), there are still sizable unstudied regions. This chapter, in part, will serve 




Figui o 2.1 Geographic location map ofLago Verde field ai'ca, showing access 
roads from the Camino Austral.
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Second, the geologic characterization of the Lago Verde locale is vital to 
the paleomagnetic section of this thesis. In order to calculate the kinematics 
of the LOFZ from paleomagnetism, the age and structural history of the rocks 
sampled must be known. No geochronological or fossil dates have been 
determined in the field area, so the geologic study was used to estimate rock 
ages by correlation. The rocks in the Lago Verde area were compared with 
similar rocks of known ages in other parts of the Patagonian Andes in order to 
bracket the age of the paleomagnetic samples.
2.1.3 REGIONAL TECTONIC AND GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Lago Verde study area lies 40 km east of the Liquine-Ofqui fault zone 
(LOFZ) and roughly 250 km northeast of the triple junction between the South 
American, Nazca, and Antarctic plates (Figure 1.1). Paleomagnetic studies 
(Rojas et al., 1994; Garcia et al., 1988; Cembrano et al., 1992) suggest that 
regions west of the LOFZ have been rotated coimterclockwise about a vertical 
axis, and regions east of the fault zone have been rotated clockwise (Table 1.1).
Of the three major lithologic belts parallel to the Andean Cordillera at the 
latitude of Chiloe, only two lie within the latitudes encompassing Lago Verde 
(Figure2.2a,b). These are the central belt, dominated by the Northern 
Patagonian batholith, and the eastern belt consisting of the Lago La Plata 
Group, Coyhaique Group, and Divisadero Group. The eastern belt will be 
discussed in detail because it is intimately tied to the Lago Verde field area 
both geographically and geologically.
11
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Figure 2.2 Re^onal geologic map near the Lago Verde field area (44.3° south 
latitude), showing three main lithologic units including the Lago La Plata 
Group, Coyhaique Group, and Divisadero Group. From Haller and Lapido 
(1980).
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2.1.3.1 LAGO LA PLATA GROUP
The name “Lago La Plata Group” is used following Haller and Lapido 
(1980), and signifies middle to Late Jurassic felsic and intermediate volcanic 
rocks that extend from 40° to 54° south latitudes. Units of rock included in the 
Lago La Plata Group are the Tohifera Group (Bruhn et al., 1978), Ibanez 
Formation (Niemeyer, 1975), the Elizalde Formation (Skarmeta and Charrier, 
1976), the Futaleufii Group (Thiele et al., 1978), the Lago Fontana Formation 
(Haller and Lapido, 1982). the Huemul Formation (Thiele et al., 1978), and the 
Lago La Plata Formation (Ramos, 1976).
The Lago La Plata Group ranges in thickness from 290 m in the southern 
part of its extent to 1000 m in the north. Characteristic rocks types in the 
group include rhyolitic ash-flow tuff, basaltic andesite lava, and andesitic tuff 
and volcaniclastics. Most of these rocks were deposited in a subaerial 
environment (Baker et al., 1981). The felsic and intermediate rocks are 
interbedded. The lavas are more common in the western part of the belt; 
whereas rhyohtic tuffs increase in abundance both up section and toward the 
east.
Along the eastern belt the lavas have been metamorphosed to lower 
greenschist facies and contain phenocrysts of albitized and seriticized 
plagioclase, mafic minerals altered to aggregates of calcite and chlorite, and a 
minor amount of magnetite (Baker et al., 1981).
The rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs are partially welded and commonly have a 
groundmass that has been replaced by a quartzo-feldspathic aggregate. 
Cr3^tals include embayed quartz, biotite, potassium feldspar, and plagioclase. 
The potassium feldspar is partially altered to sericite and chlorite. Plagioclase 
is altered to sericite, calcite, and epidote. Slightly flattened pumice fragments.
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tuff, and andesite comprise clasts found within the rhyohtic tuffs (Baker et al., 
1981).
Rocks of the Lago La Plata Group were deposited in a nonmarine, back- 
arc basin that was located east of a continental volcanic arc. The abundant 
rhyolitic volcanics were probably generated by crustal anatexis caused by heat 
from a rising mantle plume, which also may have been responsible for back- 
arc extension (Bruhn et al., 1978; Dalziel, 1981; Malumian and Ramos, 1984). 
The volcanic arc formed in response to subduction of oceanic plate beneath the 
western margin of Gondwana (Skarmeta, 1976).
2.1.3.2 COYHAIQUE GROUP
The Coyhaique Group, extending from 43° to 47° south latitudes, is a 
sedimentary sequence of sandstones, black shales, and limestones that 
conformably overUes the Lago La Plata Group (Skarmeta, 1976; Baker et al., 
1981). It is more arenaceous at the base and becomes finer-grained up 
section. The Cojdiaique Group was deposited in the back-arc basin during a 
Tithonian to Neocomian marine transgression (Haller and Lapido, 1982). To 
the west, marine rocks are intercalated with andesitic volcanics, indicating 
that during the Lower Cretaceous the island arc was active (Skarmeta, 1976). 
In the middle Cretaceous, conditions changed from marine to fluvial/lacustrine 
in the back-arc basin. This changed was caused either by a marine regression 
or by infilling of the basin with west-derived arc sediments Uplift of the basin 
or the western source area probably contributed to the change in depositional 
environment. The upper contact of the Coyhaique Group is progressively 
yoimger to the south, suggesting that closure of the marine basin progressed 
from north to south (Baker et al., 1981).
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2.1.3.3 DIVISADERO GROUP
The Divisadero Group, middle Cretaceous to lower Tertiary in age, occurs 
between 43° and 47° south latitudes. It is composed of andesitic to rhyolitic 
tuffs, tuff breccias, and pyroclastic rocks that have a cumulative thickness of 
up to 1000 m (Haller and Lapido, 1982). There is a gradational contact 
between the Divisadero Group and the imderlying Coyhaique Group (Baker et 
al., 1981). Up section, rocks become progressively more felsic and rhyolitic 
ash-flow deposits become more abimdant. These felsic volcanic rocks contain 
phenocrysts of biotite, plagioclase, orthoclase, and embayed quartz grains. 
Glass shards and flattened pumice fragments also are common. The upper 
volcaniclastic deposits contain clasts of myrmekitic quartz and pink orthoclase 
derived from a granitic provenance to the west (Baker et al., 1981; Skarmeta 
and Charrier, 1976). Like rocks of the Lago La Plata Group, the strata of the 
Divisadero Group were deposited mainly in a subaerial back-arc basin, though 
some basal, subaqueous pyroclastic deposits exist (Haller and Lapido, 1982; 
Skarmeta and Charrier, 1976).
The Lago La Plata Group, Coyhaique Group, and the Divisadero Group 
record evidence for: 1) a back-arc basin in the middle Jurassic in which 
voluminous felsic volcanic rocks were deposited contemporaneously with lesser 
amoimts of intermediate volcanic rocks; 2) cessation of the back-arc 
volcanism and creation of an extensional marine basin with an active island 
arc to the west in the middle Cretaceous; and 3) a regression or destruction of 
the marine basin in the Late Cretaceous, followed by renewed felsic and 
intermediate back-arc volcanism. The geology of the Lago Verde study area is 
set within this regional context.
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2.1.4 DESCRIPTION OF ROCK UNITS
The Lago Verde study area has three major rock units. These units, 
informally named by the author, include in decreasing relative age: the Lago 
Verde unit. Sierra Negra unit, and the Oyarzo unit (Figure 2.3 in back pocket). 
The Lago Verde unit is a sequence of felsic and intermediate tuffs interbedded 
with intermediate lava flows. The Sierra Negra unit, which intruded the Lago 
Verde unit, consists of small dioritic stocks. The Oyarzo unit is composed of 
potassium-feldspar-rich granitic plutons that intrude all older rocks in the field 
area. Relative ages are based upon cross-cutting relationships observed in the 
field.
2.1.4.1 LAGO VERDE UNIT
Volcanic rocks of the Lago Verde unit are the oldest and most abundant 
rock type in the field area. The unit is a minimum of340 meters thick (Figure 
2.4). Its true thickness is not known because the base of the unit is not 
exposed. With the exception of two laminated tuff members, the rocks of the 
Lago Verde unit are massive, imorganized, and laterally discontinuous. 
Ubiquitous epidote and chlorite in the volcanic rocks suggest that the unit has 
undergone low temperature greenschist metamorphism, most likely related to 
the intrusion of the younger plutonic rocks. Interbedded felsic and intermediate 
volcanic rocks give the unit a marked bimodal composition. There are four 
components in the Lago Verde unit: 1) laminated rhyolitic tuff; 2) rhyolitic lithic 
vitric tuff; 3) rhyohtic crystal vitric lapiUi tuff; and 4) andesitic lavas and dikes. 
Each of these components will now be described.
16
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Figure 2.4 Composite stratigraphic column of the Lago Verde unit.
2.1.4.1.1 Laminated Rhyolitic Ash Tuff
Laminated rhyolitic tuff occurs in two stratigraphic horizons that 
together comprise at least 70 meters of section in the Lago Verde study area 
(Figure 2.4). The older horizon is the lowest exposed level of the Lago Verde 
unit. The younger horizon lies in the middle of the Lago Verde unit's volcanic 
sequence. Both horizons are laterally continuous for up to 1.5 kilometers and 
are highly resistant to erosion due to pervasive silicification likely related to 
diagenesis and/or metamorphism. The tuff is unwelded, light gray to greenish 
gray, and occurs in planar, 0.5-15 cm thick laminae (Figure 2.5). These tuff 
laminae are intercalated with thin (0.5-4 mm) dark gray silica laminae (Figure 
2.6). The laminated tuff is marked hy rare ripple cross laminae and convolute 
laminae. Ninety percent of the tuff is very fine ash and glass; the other 10% 
are lapilli (mostly pumice) that are 1-3 mm long. The laminated tuff is 
invaluable for the paleomagnetic study because it is the only rock in the field 
area that has a measurable attitude and provides structural control.
2.1.4.1.2 Rhyolitic Lithic Vitric Ash Tuff
The rhyolitic lithic vitric ash tuff occurs in massive, unwelded beds that 
range in thickness from 2 to 25 meters, averaging 8 meters. Individual beds 
are not laterally traceable or continuous and have no internal order. This rock 
type is gray to greenish gray in color. It is more abundant near the base of the 
Lago Verde unit. The lithic vitric ash tuff consists of an average of 60% 
microcrystalline, quartzo-feldspathic groundmass, 30% lithic clasts, 5% quartz 
phenocrysts, 5% feldspar phenocrysts, and trace amounts of magnetite and 
pyrrhotite. The lithic clasts are almost entirely andesite fragments. Epidote is 
very common in the lithic vitric tuff.
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Figure 2.5 Laminated rhyolitic ash tuff of the Lago Verde unit. Outcrop is 
approximately 8 meters high. This rock type is the only one in the field area 
that has a measurable attitude, providing important stmctural control for the 
paleomagnetic analysis.
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Figure 2.6 Close up of laminated rhyolitic ash tuff in the Lago Verde unit. 
Black layers are silica laminae. Pencil for scale.
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2.1.4.1.3 Rhyolitic Crystal Vitric Lapilli Tuff
The cr5^tal vitric lapilli tuff has a rhyolitic composition and is rich in 
potassimn feldspar, giving it a distinctive reddish pink color. This tuff occurs in 
laterally discontinuous beds that range in thickness from 10 cm to 15 m. It is 
composed of 20% to 40% pink microcline, 10% to 50% quartz, up to 10% 
labradorite plagioclase (Angg), 5% to 15% chlorite, up to 10% epidote, and trace 
magnetite and pyrrhotite. The percentage of potassium feldspar increases up 
section in this rock type of the Lago Verde unit. Crystals are anhedral to 
subhedral and range in size from 0.3 to 3 mm. Feldspars are partially to 
completely altered to sericite. Commonly this tuff has a microcrystalline 
quartzo-feldspathic groundmass and granophyric intergrowth of quartz and 
microcline.
2.1.4.1.4 Andesitic Intrusives and Flows
The Lago Verde unit contains numerous andesitic dikes and lava flows. 
The flows are concentrated at the top of the stratigraphic section and become 
abundant up section. These lava flows are 1 to 6 meters thick, massive, and 
laterally discontinuous. They are generally aphanitic but have up to 15% 
plagioclase phenocrysts, 5% pyroxene, and trace amounts of magnetite and 
pyrrhotite.
The andesite dikes typically are subvertical and aphanitic to fine-grained 
porphyritic (Figures 2.7a,b). They are up to 2,5 meters thick and intrude only 
the Lago Verde unit. These cross-cutting relationships suggest that the 
andesitic intrusives are younger than the extrusive rocks of the Lago Verde 
unit, but older than the other two plutonic units.
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Figure 2.7 Andesite dikes of the Lago Verde unit, a) Brownish, suhvertical 




2.1.4.2 SIERRA NEGRA UNIT
Elongate dioritic stocks up to one kilometer in longest dimension comprise 
the Sierra Negra unit. Most of these stocks are concentrated in the 
southwestern part of the field area (Figure 2.3) where they intrude the Lago 
Verde unit and are intruded hy the Oyarzo unit. The diorite commonly contains 
volcanic xenoliths from the Lago Verde imit, and in turn is found as xenoliths 
within the granite intrusions of the Oyarzo unit (Figure 2.8). Both coarse and 
fine diorite phases exist, commonly within a single outcrop (Figure 2.9).
The Sierra Negra unit is composed of diorite with an average of 45% 
lahradorite plagioclase (Anj^), 30% amphibole, 10% clinopyroxene, 5% 
orthopyroxene, 5% hiotite, and trace amounts of quartz, apatite, and opaque 
minerals. With the exception of euhedral apatite crystals, and subhedral to 
euhedral lahradorite laths, minerals grains are anhedral. Lahradorite 
commonly is zoned and some of the ciystals are partially sericitized. The 
quartz has slight undulose extinction. Crystals in the fine phases of diorite are 
up to 2 mm long; the coarser phase has cr3^tals up to 4 mm long. In some of 
the samples collected there is evidence of low temjierature greenschist 
metamorphism in the form of chlorite and epidote partially replacing hiotite 
and amphibole.
2.1.4.3 OYARZO UNIT
The Oyarzo unit is orthoclase-rich granite that comprises roughly 40% 
of the mapped bedrock in the Lago Verde area. Weathering of the granite 
produces an orangish soil and the granite’s resistance to erosion maintains 
some spectacular vertical relief (Figure 2.10). The granite t5q)ically has
23
Figure 2.8 Dark gray diorite xenolith of the Sierra Negra unit in pink granite 
belonging to the Oyarzo unit.
Figure 2.9 Fine (lighter color) and coarse-grained (darker color) phases of 






Figure 2.10 Steep topography (foreground) and orangish soil (background) that 
is characteristic of weathering of the granite in the Oyarzo unit. The cliff is 
nearly 500 feet tall.
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subhorizontal joints spaced centimeters to meters apart (Figure 2.11). 
Exposed contacts show the granite cross cutting the other rock units, 
indicating that the granitic intrusions are the yoimgest bedrock in the study 
area (Figure 2.12). Occurrences of xenoliths of both the Lago Verde unit 
(Figure 2.13) and the Sierra unit within the Oyarzo unit support the same 
conclusion.
The rocks of the Oyarzo unit are true granites with an average of 55% 
pink orthoclase feldspar, 35% quartz, and 10% oligoclase. The orthoclase is 
anhedral, ranges in size from 0.5 to 2 mm, and is partially to completely 
altered to sericite. The quartz occurs as anhedral grains 0.5 to 4 mm in size 
with straight to very shghtly undulose extinction. Graphic intergrowth of 
orthoclase and quartz is common. The oligoclase (An25) occurs as anhedral
grains to subhedral laths 0.5 to 2 mm long. Zoning in the oligoclase crystals is 
rare, but partial to complete seritization is ubiquitous. There are trace 
amoimts of secondary muscovite, hornblende altered to epidote, rmaltered 
biotite, and opaque minerals within the Oyarzo granite.
2.1.5 STRUCTUEE
The Lago Verde field area is structurally simple. With the exception of 
local complications, the volcanic rocks of the Lago Verde imit form a gentle, 
south-dipping homocline (Figure 2.3 and 2.14). In addition, there are 
subhorizontal joints within the Oyarzo unit granite (Figure 2.11). These are 
likely exfoliation joints related to the unroofing of overl5dng country rock.
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Figure 2.11 Characteristic subhorizontal, exfoliation joints in pink granite of 
the Oyarzo unit. Hammer for scale.
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Figure 2.12 Granitic dikes (lighter color rocks) belonging to the Oyarzo unit 
intruded volcanic rock of the Lago Verde unit.
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Figure 2.13 Volcanic xenolith (darker color, to the left of the hammer head) 
belonging to the Lago Verde unit within granite of the Oyarzo unit.
30
Figure 2.14 Equal area plot of poles to bedding planes measured in the 
Lago Verde unit.
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2.1.6 ROCK CORRELATION AND AGES
A deficiency in this thesis is that I do not know the absolute ages of the
rocks mapped and sampled for the paleomagnetic study. This is due to the 
reconnaissance nature of the geologic study, and a lack of time and funds 
needed to produce radiometric dates. The following attempt at correlation of 
the rock units is made with reservations in acknowledgment of the inherent 
imcertainties. For the paleomagnetic conclusions drawn below in Chapter 3 to 
be more confidently affirmed, future work in the Lago Verde field area must 
include geochronology.
2.1.6.1 LAGO VERDE UNIT
The Lago Verde unit may be correlated with the middle to Late Jurassic 
Lago La Plata Group or the middle Cretaceous Divisadero Group (Figure 2.2 
and Figure 2.15). Where the stratigraphic section is continuous, the 
sedimentary Coyhaique Group, which separates the Lago La Plata Group from 
the Divisadero Group, facilitates correlation.
Correlation between the Lago Verde unit and one of these two groups is 
made difficult for three reasons: 1) the Coyhaique Group is absent from the 
field area and the surrounding region (see column 4 on Figure 2.16); 2) the base 
of the Lago Verde unit is not exposed, thus these rocks are not completely 
representative of either of the two possible correlatives; and 3) the lithologic 
similarity of the two groups precludes simple differentiation. For example, both 
the Lago La Plata Group and the Divisadero Group are more felsic up-section 
(Haller and Lapido, 1982; Baker et al., 1981). Both groups have andesite and 
rhyolite strata (Baker et al., 1981; Bruhn et al., 1978; Haller and Lapido,
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(Baker et al., 1981). These similarities hinder correlation because the Lago 
Verde unit has interbeds of andesite and rhyolite, and contains the effects of 
greenschist facies metamorphism.
However, there are four points of comparison between the Lago Verde 
unit and its two possible correlatives that aid correlation. The first three 
points favor, though not conclusively, a correlation between the Lago Verde 
unit and the Divisadero Group, the fourth supports a correlation with the Lago 
La Plata Group.
1) In some locations the Divisadero Group has very fine stratification 
(Pesce, 1979a). These finely-laminated rocks are similar to the laminated ash 
tuff of the Lago Verde unit described above.
2) Some of the Divisadero Group pyroclastic rocks were deposited 
subaqueously (Haller and Lapido, 1982; Skarmeta and Charrier, 1976). Ripple 
marks observed in the laminated ash tuff of the Lago Verde unit indicate that 
those tuffs likewise were deposited or redeposited subaqueously.
3) The Divisadero Group has “pink tuffs” with potassium feldspar 
crystals (Skarmeta and Charrier, 1976) similar to the rhyolitic crystal vitric 
lapilli tuff described above in the Lago Verde imit.
4) The Lago Verde unit is almost exclusively andesitic and rhyolitic in 
composition. This bimodal composition tends to suggest correlation with the 
Lago La Plata Group (Baker et al., 1981), because the Divisadero Group at Rio 
Pico, its closest occurrence to the Lago Verde area, consists of interbedded 
andesite and dacite beds (Haller and Lapido, 1980). However, this last point 
is not conclusive because the Divisadero Group in other places consists of 
andesite and rhyolite. Fmlhermore, with neither the base nor the top of the
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Lago Verde unit exposed, how representative the exposed section is is 
unknown.
Given the above evidence, the Lago Verde unit is tentatively correlated 
with the Divisadero Group. If so, it is 130-100 Ma, or Hauterivian to 
Albian/Aptian in age (Haller and Lapido, 1982; Skarmeta and Charrier, 1976). 
However, with the Coyhaique Group missing in the region surrounding the Lago 
Verde field area, it is possible that both the Divisadero and Lago La Plata 
Groups comprise the Lago Verde unit, and are separated by an unnoticed 
unconformity. A more definitive correlation requires further field work in the 
surrounding areas and geochronological study. Future radiometric dating 
(^°Ar/®®Ar or U/Pb) of the Lago Verde unit is essential for confident correlation 
with either the Lago La Plata or Divisadero Groups. Geochemical analyses of 
the Lago Verde unit also may prove useful when compared to the results of 
Baker et al. (1981) who made a thorough analysis of the geochemistry of 
igneous rocks in the Andean Cordillera around 46°S.
2.1.6.2 OYARZOUNIT
Table 2.1 lists locations of granitic rocks belonging to the Patagonian bathoHth 
and their corresponding radiometric ages. Though the Oyarzo unit is a 
distinctive, readily identifiable pink granite, there is scarce mention of other 
such rocks in the Andean Cordillera close to the Lago Verde field area. The only 
dated body of pink granite mentioned in the literatxire pre-dates the Coyhaique 
Group (Late Jurassic) and is located between Coyhaique and Aysen (Baker et 
al., 1981). If the Oyarzo unit correlates with this intrusive body, the Lago 
Verde unit cannot be equivalent to the Divisadero Group (Hauterivian to
36
Table 2.1: Radiometric ages for granite near Lago Verde.
Location Age Reference
South Rio Pico 83 ± 5 Lapido, 1979
North Rio Pico 76 ± 5 Lapido, 1979
Lago La Plata 90 ± 5 Ramos, 1977
Lago La Plata 85 ± 5 Ramos, 1977
Between Coyhaique and Aysen 97 Baker et al., 1981
Lago Gener^ Vinter 81 ± 5 Pesce, 1979b
Corcovado 85 ± 5 Pesce, 1979b
Note: see Figure 2.2 for locations of sampling sites.
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Aptian/Albanian) because the granite cuts the Lago Verde unit. However, 
such a correlation is tenuous.
Ages of other granites closer to the field area are 83 ± 5 Ma at south Rio 
Pico (Lapido, 1979), 76 ± 5 Ma at north Rio Pico (Lapido, 1979), 90 ± 5 Ma at 
Lago La Plata (Ramos, 1977), and 81 ± 5 Ma at Lago General Vinter (Pesce, 
1979b). The abundance of Late Cretaceous granites near the field area 
suggests that the Oyarzo unit also is Late Cretaceous in age. A Late 
Cretaceous age for the Oyarzo unit is consistent with field relationships with 
the Lago Verde unit if the Lago Verde unit correlation with the Divisadero 
Group is valid. Also, a Late Cretaceous age of granite emplacement is 
consistent with the normal magnetic direction of rocks (see data below and 
Figure 3.1a) if they were remagnetized by the Oyarzo unit during either chron 
C33 (75-79 Ma) or the Cretaceous long normal period, which ended at 83.5 Ma 
(Gradstein et al., 1994).
2.1.6.3 SIERRA NEGRA UNIT
Scarcity of geochronological information about diorite in the southern 
Patagonian Andes hinders correlation and age assignment of the Sierra Negra 
unit. However, the age of the Sierra Negra unit is constrained by observed field 
relationships with the Lago Verde and Oyarzo units. Without exception in the 
Lago Verde field area, diorite of the Sierra Negra unit intrudes the Lago Verde 
unit and is itself intruded by granite of the Oyarzo unit. Furthermore, the 
diorite contains volcanic xenoliths, and the granite contains both volcanic and 
dioritic xenoliths. If the correlations favored above are valid, this confines the 
age of the Sierra Negra xmit to between 130 Ma and roughly 85 Ma, 
respectively the basal age of the Divisadero Group and age of granitic rocks of
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the Patagonian batholith near Lago Verde. A K/Ar radiometric date for diorite 
in North Lago Fontana of 126 ± 10 Ma (Ramos, 1977) is consistent with the 
above assessment and may possibly be representative of the age of the Sierra 
Negra unit. This Sierra Negra correlation, however, is made with reservation 
because it is based on the correlations of the Lago Verde and Oyarzo units 
which also include xmcertainty.
2.2 GEOLOGY OF NORTHERN ISLA DE CHILOE
Eleven paleomagnetic sites were drilled on the north end of Isla de 
Chiloe. Eight of the sites are from Cocotue Beach, the other three are from 
Ancud (Figure 2.17). Rocks at both locations are the remnants of an upper 
Eocene to lower Miocene volcanic arc (Vergara and Munizaga, 1974) built upon 
Paleozoic metamorphic basement.
The rocks sampled at Cocotue Beach belong to a system of basaltic 
dikes and volcanic necks (Garcia et al., 1988) that have been K-Ar dated both 
at 40.1 ± 1.8 Ma (Vergara and Munizaga, 1974) and 21.8 ± 1.7 Ma (Garcia et 
al., 1988). The basalt commonly displays spectacular columns (Figure 2.18). 
There is no direct structural control on the rocks sampled, but horizontal to 
subhorizontal middle Tertiary sedimentary rocks also occur in the area 
(Valenzuela, 1982). Given this, the basalts have likely experienced little, if 
any, structural deformation.
The paleomagnetic samples from Ancud were collected from welded 
pyroclastic flows that are rhyodacitic in composition (Stem and Vergara,
1992). These rocks have recently yielded a K-Ar date of 25.6 ± 0.7 Ma (Stem 
and Vergara, 1992). Fiamme define a planar fabric (likely representing 
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Figure 2.17 Geological map of northern Isla Chiloe also showing locat ion of 
Cocotue Beach and Ancud paleomagnetic drilling locales. Fi'om Rojas et al.
(1994).
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Figure 2.19 Planar fabric in rhyodacite defined by flattened pumice fragments 








3. CHAPTER 3: PALEOMAGNETISM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Previous paleomagnetic work along the Liquine Ofqui fault zone (LOFZ) 
have found coxmterclockwise, in situ rotation of the Chiloe crustal block west of 
the fault (Garcia et al., 1988; Rojas et al., 1994) and clockwise, in situ rotation 
east of the fault (Garcia et al, 1988; Cembrano et al., 1992). For this paper “in 
situ rotation” is defined as rotation about a local vertical axis without 
translation. In order to help constrain the kinematics of the LOFZ, 
paleomagnetic samples were collected and analyzed fi*om three locations. Two 
sampling locations are west of the fault zone on northern Isla Chiloe, and the 
third is east of the fault zone, in the Lago Verde area (Figure 1.1). The results 
of the paleomagnetic analysis are presented in this chapter. A discussion of 
the kinematic and tectonic implications of these results follows in Chapter 4.
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3.2 PALEOMAGNETIC METHODS
During the paleomagnetic reconnaissance phase of the field work, 169 
samples were drilled at 25 sites. Eleven sites are in northern Isla Chiloe, and 
fourteen near Lago Verde. All of the samples were oriented using both 
magnetic and sun compasses. Most sites were drilled in andesitic lava flows 
and rhyolitic tuffs; outcrops of basalt, diorite, and vitrophyric dacite also were 
sampled.
Natural remanent magnetization (NEM) of each specimen was measured 
with a spinner magnetometer. Pilot demagnetization used a pair of specimens 
from one representative sample from each site. One specimen from the pair 
underwent stepwise AF demagnetization to 100 mT and the other stepwise 
thermal demagnetization to 580° C. Both methods used between eight and ten 
steps toward maximum demagnetization. The demagnetization technique that 
more efficiently and effectively isolated the characteristic remanent 
magnetization (ChRM) of the pilot sample was used for the rest of the samples 
in the site.
The ChRM directions of the samples were first visually identified as 
straight line segments of demagnetization paths on orthogonal vector 
diagrams, then calculated by principle component analysis (PCA), using both 
free and anchored line-fits (Kirschvink, 1980). The free line-fit does not include 
the origin as a datum when calculating directions; anchored line-fits force the 
line through the origin. Site-mean directions and appropriate statistics were 
calculated according to standard methods (Fisher, 1953). Next, a virtual 
geomagnetic pole (VGP) was calculated from each site-mean direction. The 
mean of the set of VGPs was used to define the paleomagnetic pole for a 
locality.
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Site-mean directions were restored to paleohorizontal when there was 
direct or indirect evidence for tilting at the sampled outcrop. Directions for the 
Lago Verde samples were corrected using the average of homoclinally dipping 
beds. The correction of Ancud site-mean directions was based on the 
orientation of flattened vitrophyric clasts. It is possible that the fabric defined 
by flattened clasts is in its original orientation and reflects paleotopography, 
not paleohorizontal. If so, structural correction using this data will yield 
misleading results. However, because other factors render the Chiloe data 
unusable (see section 3.4 below) this point will not be considered further.
Block rotations along the LOFZ were determined by comparing 
paleomagnetic poles calculated from the Lago Verde and Chiloe sites with 
paleomagnetic poles from the stable South American craton (Table 3.1). 
Cratonic poles include those calculated by Somoza (1994), Butler et al. (1991), 
the mean pole of Somoza (1994) and Butler et al. (1991), and Van Fossen and 
Kent (1992; a North American pole rotated into the South American reference 
frame using a Pindell et al. (1988) stage pole).
Two of the Lago Verde sites (93bsl5 and 93bsl9) were excluded from 
the final data set because the a-95 for each site was too high. Site 93bs07
from Cocotue Beach was excluded because after it was drilled I discovered that 
the outcrop was not in situ. Some individual samples were not used to 
calculate site-mean directions for one of two reasons; 1) they were dislodged 
from the outcrop before they were oriented, resulting in uncertainty as to their 
true orientation; or 2) the samples’ very low initial magnetic moments resulted 
in imprecise measurements and PCA directions (maximum angular deviation
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>15°). The results, analysis, and discussion of each of the three sampling
locations are covered in separate sections below.
Table 3.1 Paleomagnetic poles for the South American craton
Age Lon (E) Lat (N) A95 N Reference
20-40 Ma 308.3E -82.0 2.4 1
88-124 Ma 355,3 -79.9 3.7 5 2
Mid Cretaceous 181.2 -84.9 5.6 11 3
Late Cretaceous 358.4 -78.7 6.3 18 4
Mean Cretaceous 357.5 -85.1 5.1 2 5
Notes: (1) = Diehl et al. (1988) North American pole rotated into South
American reference frame using Engebretson et al. (1985) stage pole; (2) =
Van Fossen and Kent (1992), North American pole rotated to South America 
reference frame by Pindell et al. (1988) stage pole; (3) = Somoza, 1994; (4) = 




Results from the demagnetization of the Lago Verde samples, both site- 
mean directions and virtual paleomagnetic poles (VGPs), are shown in Tables 
3.2a,b and Figures 3.1a,b. Structurally uncorrected results yield a 
paleomagnetic pole at 82.6° south latitude and 210.8° east longitude (N= 12, 
K=28.2, Ags=8.3) and structurally corrected directions yield a pole at 79.8°S 
and 148.7°E (N=12, K=31.4, Ag5=7,9). The merit of uncorrected and corrected 
results will be discussed below. All sites have mean directions of remanent 
magnetization that point generally north and steeply upward, indicating 
normal polarity. For most sites, demagnetization levels above 30 mT or 300° 
C produced straight line demagnetization paths that trend toward the origin on 
orthogonal diagrams indicating the presence of a single magnetic component 
(Figure 3.2a). Thermal unblocking from 370° to 580° C suggests that the 
characteristic remanence resides in magnetite/ titanomagnetite for six of the 
sites from the Lago Verde study area. In the six other sites the remanence is 
demagnetized by 340°C, but resistance to AF demagnetization suggests the 
presence of pyrrhotite (Figures 3.2b and 3.3a). For half of the sites there are 
large (>8°) differences between the free and anchored line directions for 
individual specimens. However, the differences are not consistent within and 
between sites; i.e., the means of the free and anchored line directions are not 
systematically different, so the anchored PGA lines were used to calculate site 
means, because they are more precise.
Table 3.2a Site mean directions from Lago Verde corrected and imcorrected 
for structural tilt.
Uncorrected site means
Site Dec Inc N R K a-95 Levels/Type
93bs09 20.6 -75.3 5 4.884 34.5 13.2 25-95 a
93bsl0 6.5 -65.0 8 7.474 13.3 15.8 20-95 a
93bsll 13.6 -73.6 7 6.707 20.5 13.7 20-100 a
93bsl2 9.7 -63.8 7 6.977 260.0 3.8 25-100 a
93bsl3 359.0 -58.8 6 5.975 203.2 4.7 25-100 a
93bsl4 358.7 -47.3 6 5.900 49.9 9.6 23-100 a
93bsl6 6.8 -51.4 6 5.947 94.2 6.9 260-575 t
93bsl7 11.7 -60.4 6 5.967 151.3 5.5 260-360 t
93bsl8 17.2 -53.8 6 5.838 30.9 12.2 30-100 a
93bs20 353.5 -56.1 6 5.982 281.7 4.0 30-100 a
93bs21 47.4 -64.1 4 3.990 300.2 5.3 30-100 a
93bs22 11.2 -75.9 5 4.977 171.0 5.9 180-380 t
93bs9-ll tilt correction using 225/10
Site Dec Inc N R K a-95 Levels/Type
93bs09 30.2 -65.8 5 4.884 34.5 13.2 25-95 a
93bsl0 16.4 -56.6 8 7.474 13.3 15.8 20-95 a
93bsll 25.0 -64.5 7 6.707 20.5 13.7 20-100 a
93bsl2-22 tilt correction using 161/9
Site Dec Inc N R K a-95 Levels/Type
93bsl2 3.1 -55.7 7 6.977 260.0 3.8 25-100 a
93bsl3 355.5 -50.2 6 5.975 203.2 4.7 25-100 a
93bsl4 356.3 -38.7 6 5.900 49.9 9.6 23-100 a
93bsl6 2.9 -43.2 6 5.947 94.2 6.9 260-575 t
93bsl7 5.4 -52.4 6 5.967 151.3 5.5 260-360 t
93bsl8 11.3 -46.3 6 5.838 30.9 12.2 30-100 a
93bs20 351.2 -47.3 6 5.982 281.7 4.0 30-100 a
93bs21 32.9 -59.4 4 3.990 300.2 5.3 30-100 a
93bs22 359.8 -67.7 5 4.977 171.0 5.9 180-380 t
Notes: Dec = declination; Inc = inclination, negative upward; N = number of 
samples; R = resultant of N unit vectors; K = precision parameter; a-95 = 
radius of 95% confidence circle; Levels = levels of demagnetization; Type = 
type of demagnetization, AF (a) in Am \ thermal (t) in °C.
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Table 3.2b Lago Verde Virtual Greomagnetic Poles
VGP calculated from structurally uncorrected site-mean directions
Site Lon Lat N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs09 261.8 -68.3 5 4.884 34.5 13.2 250-950 a
93bsl0 232.0 -84.7 8 7.474 13.3 15.8 200-950 a
93bsll 264.6 -72.6 7 6.707 20.5 13.7 200-1000 a
93bsl2 211.4 -83.0 7 6.977 260.0 3.8 250-1000 a
93bsl3 98.8 -85.2 6 5.975 203.2 4.7 250-1000 a
93bsl4 103.9 -74.2 6 5.900 49.9 9.6 230-1000 a
93bsl6 133.9 -76.7 6 5.947 94.2 6.9 260-575 t
93bsl7 183.4 -80.9 6 5.967 151.3 5.5 260-360 t
93bsl8 167.1 -73.5 6 5.838 30.9 12.2 300-1000 a
93bs20 72.9 -80.9 6 5.982 281.7 4.0 300-1000 a
93bs21 217.8 -57.0 4 3.990 300.2 5.3 300-1000 a
93bs22 273.5 -69.8 5 4.977 171.0 5.9 180 380t
VGP calculated from structurally corrected site-mean directions
Site Lon Lat N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs09 219.3 -68.9 5 4.884 34.5 13.2 250-950 a
93bsl0 174.2 -75.8 8 7.474 13.3 15.8 200-950 a
93bsll 213.9 -72.4 7 6.707 20.5 13.7 200-1000 a
93bsl2 125.6 -81.6 7 6.977 260.0 3.8 250-1000 a
93bsl3 91.7 -76.2 6 5.975 203.2 4.7 250-1000 a
93bsl4 99.1 -67.4 6 5.900 49.9 9.6 230-1000 a
93bsl6 116.1 -70.7 6 5.947 94.2 6.9 260-575 t
93bsl7 130.3 -78.0 6 5.967 151.3 5.5 260-360 t
93bsl8 140.4 -71.0 6 5.838 30.9 12.2 300-1000 a
93bs20 81.2 -72.7 6 5.982 281.7 4.0 300-1000 a
93bs21 200.1 -65.5 4 3.990 300.2 5.3 300-1000 a
93bs22 289.2 -83.6 5 4.977 171.0 5.9 180-380 t
Notes: Lon = longitude in degrees east; Lat = latitude in degrees north. Other 
headings same as in Table 3.2a.
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Figure 3.1a,b Equal area projection of Lago Verde site means 
uncorrected for structural tilt (3.1a) and VGP (3.1b). Open symbols in 
3.1a are up directions. VGP are encircled by 95% confidence limits. 
Note all samples have upward directions. See section on tilting 
scenarios for why uncorrected data are used.
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a) Initial mcHnent^ L56Xl(r^Am"^
Figure 3.2 a) Orthogonal diagram showing one high stability magnetic 
component after AF demagnetization to 30 mT. b) Resistance to AF 
demagnetization of remanent magnetization showed, which, together with 
unblocking at low temperatures (see Figure 3.3a) suggest pyrrhotite carries 
about half of the remanence. Asterisks are in map view showing declination, 
circles are in section view showing apparent inclination. Numbers are AF 
demagnetization levels (mT).
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Thermal unblocking of 
pyrrhotite remanence.
Figure 3.3 Normalized intensity diagrams illustrating thermal unblocking of 
remanence. a) Sample from Lago Verde field area with unblocking 
temperatures near 360°C, which is consistent with pyrrhotite carr3dng about 
half of the remanence. b) Sample from Ancud field area, most unblocking 
occurs between 250° and 500°C.
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3.3.2 ANALYSIS
3.3.2.1 AGE AND ORIGIN OF MAGNETIZATION
Meaningful interpretations cannot be made from these results rniless the
age and origin of the magnetization are determined. Unfortunately, problems
must be overcome: 1) the rocks sampled were not dated directl}^, their ages are
only approximated via correlation with surrounding rocks; 2) the rocks may
retain a primary magnetization, or they may have been remagnetized directly
or indirectly by large granitic intrusions and smaller diorite bodies; and 3) the
temporal relationship between the magnetization and tilting of the rocks
sampled is not known and a fold test cannot be used because the orientations
of the rocks are uniform (see structime description in section 2.1.5.) These
xmcertainties require that the following three possible scenarios for
magnetization and tilting be evaluated.
1) The rocks sampled were remagnetized hy Oyarzo granite intrusions
after tilting, which requires the use of a Late Cretaceous 
reference pole and uncorrected directions to calculate an observed 
paleomagnetic pole.
2) The rocks were remagnetized before tilting, in which case a Late
Cretaceous reference pole should he used, hut the observed 
paleomagnetic pole ought to he based on structurally corrected 
directions.
3) The rocks have original remanence that was acquired before tilting,
calling for use of either a middle Cretaceous or a Late Jurassic 
reference pole (depending on the age of the rocks sampled) and an 
observed paleomagnetic pole calculated from corrected directions.
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The first scenario, with post-tUting remagnetization during the Late 
Cretaceous, seems to be the most probable of the three. Exclusively upward 
directions of magnetization indicate that both volcanic and intrusive rocks 
sampled were magnetized by a normal polarity magnetic field. This supports 
remagnetization during the Cretaceous normal polarity superchron. Though 
such directions may have an original remanence of Cretaceous age, as in 
scenario 3, effects of low-grade greenschist metamorphism in the rocks 
sampled (see Chapter 2) are probably accompanied by remagnetization of 
magnetite grains and the growth of pyrrhotite in association with intrusion of 
the Oyarzo unit.
In the third scenario, there is a possibility that the volcanic rocks sampled 
are correlative with the middle to Late Jurassic Lago La Plata unit (see 
Chapter 2) and that these rocks have not been remagnetized, but retain 
original Jurassic remanence. However, polarity reversals in the Jxmassic 
occurred relatively frequently (Gradstein et al., 1994) so it seems imlikely that 
none of the rocks sampled were magnetized during an interval of reverse 
polarity. Because all of the volcanics have normal magnetization, a middle to 
Late Jurassic age of magnetism in the third scenario maybe ruled out.
Previous paleomagnetic investigations have characterized kinematics 
east of the LOFZ as in situ, clockwise rotation (Cembrano et al., 1992; Garcia 
et al., 1988). This was used as a working hypothesis to evaluate the merit of 
pre- and post-tilting options for the three scenarios. Paleomagnetic poles were 
calculated fi'om structurally corrected and uncorrected directions. For 
comparison, each pole was plotted on an equal area diagram along with South 
American reference poles from the Cretaceous (Figures 3.4a,b). The
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paleomagnetic pole for structurally corrected data implies that the Lago Verde 
region was hoth rotated clockwise and translated southward by roughly 1000 
km (Table 3.3). If 1000 km of southward translation did occur, evidence of such 
displacement ought to be evident along the LOFZ, but is not. Southward 
translation of this magnitude is contrary to all current paleomagnetic and 
tectonic interpretation (Herve and Thiele, 1987; Garcia et al., 1988; Cembrano 
et al., 1992; Beck et al., 1993). On the other hand, the pole from imcorrected 
data implies that the Lago Verde area was rotated clockwise more or less in 
situ (Table 3.3; exact displacements will be discussed below.) These results 
are contrary to the last two scenarios, but consistent with the first scenario in 
which the rocks were remagnetized after tilting.
Given the imcertainties, none of the three scenarios can be accepted 
with complete confidence. However, the first scenario is preferred and will 
serve as my working hypothesis because the samples have normal magnetic 
directions, remagnetization associated with greenschist metamorphism is 
likely, and only a pole based on structurally uncorrected data makes tectonic 
sense. Accordingly, kinematic analysis will utilize Late Cretaceous reference 
poles and a Lago Verde paleomagnetic pole based on imcorrected site-mean 
directions.
3.3.2.2 KINEMATICS AND PALEOMAGNETIC POLES
Having selected a most favored age of magnetism and the relationship
between magnetism and tilting, a discussion concerning kinematics and 
paleomagnetic poles follows. The Late Cretaceous pole from the Patagonian 
plateau basalts (Table 3.1; Butler et al., 1991) and the middle Cretaceous pole
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Figure 3.4 South pole, equal area projections of Lago Verde paleomagnetic 
pole (1), and Cretaceous (2-4) reference poles. Poles are encircled by 95% 
confidence limits. Arrows show sense of motion. Lago Verde poles calculated 
fi-om corrected directions (a) and uncorrected directions (b). a) Note the 
implication of clockwise rotation and southward translation, b) Note the 
implication of only in situ clockwise rotation, without poleward translation.
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Table 3.3 Rotation, Flattening, and Poleward Displacement
Observed pole based on uncorrected site-mean directions
Location Age R AR F AF P AP Source
Cocotue B. 20-40 Ma -45.0 ±18.7 1.2 ±9.4 1.6 ±12.6 1
Lago Verde 88-124 Ma 24.1 ±10.5 1.5 ±5.8 1.9 ±7.3 2
Lago Verde MidK 4.5 ±11.3 2.4 ±6.5 2.9 ±8.0 3
Lago Verde Late K 26.0 ±12.0 1.2 ±8.2 1.6 ±10.3 4
Lago Verde MeanK 17.9 ±11.1 0.3 ±6.1 0.3 ±7.8 5
Observed pole based on corrected site-mean directions
Location Age R AR F AF P AP Source
Lago Verde 88-124 Ma 22.0 ±9.0 -9.6 ±6.6 -11.2 ±7.0 2
Lago Verde MidK 1.8 ±9.9 -5.8 ±7.3 -6.4 ±7.8 3
Lago Verde Late K 23.9 ±10.8 -9.4 ±7.3 -10.8 ±8.1 4
Lago Verde MeanK 14.7 ±9.8 -8.4 ±7.0 -9.6 7.5 5
Notes: Location of observed pole. Age of reference pole. Sources are 1) Diehl et 
al. (1988) North American pole rotated into South American reference frame 
using Engebretson et al. (1985) stage pole; 2) Van Fossen and Kent (1992) a 
North American reference pole rotated into South American reference frame 
using Pindell et al. (1988) stage pole; 3) Somoza, 1994. 4) Butler et al., 1991. 
Positive R= clockwise rotation. Positive F and P= translation toward reference 
pole. Errors are after Demarest (1983) correction; 5) Mean of Somoza (1994) 
and Butler et al. (1991) reference poles.
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from the Cerro Barcino Formation, Argentina (Somoza, 1994) are the most 
recently calculated Cretaceous poles for the South American craton.
However, the former is too young and the latter is too old to he appropriate for 
rocks that were supposedly remagnetized at the end of the Cretaceous long 
normal period. Assuming that the South American craton moved in a uniform 
direction between the middle and Late Cretaceous, the mean of the two poles 
was calculated and considered appropriate for comparison with the Lago Verde 
observed paleomagnetic pole. This set of reference poles is supplemented by a 
North American pole, the 88-124 Ma pole (Van Fossen and Kent, 1992) that 
was rotated into the South American reference frame using a Pindell et al. 
(1988) stage pole. A range of poles is considered because of the uncertainty 
inherent in assuming a Late Cretaceous age of magnetism for the Lago Verde 
samples.
A comparison of the uncorrected Lago Verde paleomagnetic data with 
the mean Cretaceous pole indicates that there is 17.7° ± 11.1° of clockwise 
rotation, which is significant at a 95 percent confidence level, but no significant 
poleward translation (Table 3.3; R values are calculated from poles). 
Comparison with the Late Cretaceous South American pole (Butler et al.,
1991) and the middle Cretaceous North American pole (Van Fossen and Kent,
1992) shows comparable in situ, clockwise rotations. Use of any of these 
reference poles leads to essentially the same kinematic implication. However, 
there is no implication of significant movement when the observed pole is 
compared to the middle Cretaceous South American pole (Somoza, 1994;
Table 3.3). This underscores the importance of future work to determine the 
absolute ages of the rocks and magnetism. If my working hypothesis of a Late
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Cretaceous age of magnetism is incorrect then it is possible that the Lago 
Verde area has not experienced displacement. Future work is also needed to 
resolve the disparity between the North and South American middle 
Cretaceous reference poles that have conflicting kinematic implications for 
the Lago Verde area.
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3.4 NORTHERN CHILOE
The paleomagnetic data from northern Chiloe will be used with 
reservations to make tectonic interpretations and conclusions concerning the 
LOFZ. There are two reasons for reservations. First, the Ancud sampling 
only includes three sites. Conclusions based on such a small number of sites 
are tenuous at best, statistically insignificant or tectonically misleading at 
worst, therefore these are omitted. Second, results from the Cocotue Beach 
rocks are highly scattered. The precision parameter of their mean is low, 
making conclusions suspect. The problem for Cocotue Beach data is 
compounded by a lack of local structural control on the rocks sampled. For 
this reasons the results of the Chiloe samples will be presented assuming 
nearby flat-lying beds reflect attitude of basalts. Because of the between-site 
statistical and structural uncertainty, interpretations based on these results 
are to be regarded as highly suspect.
3.4.1 RESULTS
Results from the demagnetization of the Cocotue Beach and Ancud sites 
are listed in Table 3.4a,b and Figures 3.5a,b. All sites have reverse directions 
but there is wide scatter. Most site-means are moderately down, but 
declinations vary by 130° (100° to 230°E). The Ancud sites uncorrected for tilt 
yield a paleomagnetic pole of 210°E, 52°S (Ag5= 8.6). The uncorrected Cocotue 
Beach sites have a paleomagnetic pole of 349.4°E, 54.9°S (Ag5= 15.4).
For both locations demagnetization levels above 30 mT or 300°C yielded 
straight line demagnetization paths that trend toward the origin on orthogonal 
diagrams, indicating only one component of magnetization (Figures 3.6a,b). In
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Table 3.4a Northern Chiloe structurally uncorrected site-mean directions
Cocotue Beach
Site Dec Inc N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs01 185.5 +75.6 7 6.967 181.9 4.5 300-1000 a
93bs02 153.9 +78.4 5 4.817 21.8 16.7 250-1000 a
93bs03 175.6 +77.7 7 6.970 202.7 4.2 200-1000 a
93bs04 119.6 +71.7 7 6.987 470.1 2.8 320-570 t
93bs05 115.9 +36.8 7 6.860 43.0 9.3 300-1000 a
93bs06 102.4 +30.3 6 5.725 18.2 16.1 300-1000 a
93bs08 133.4 +61.5 5 4.903 41.3 12.0 150-850 a
Ancud
Site Dec Inc N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs23 231.6 +54.7 5 4.963 108.6 7.4 260-580 t
93bs24 221.5 +61.5 7 6.967 181.5 4.5 250-580 t
93bs25 239.2 +62.5 6 5.944 90.0 7.1 300-1000 a
Notes: positive inclination downward. See Table 3.2 for meaning of headings.
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Table 3.4b Northern Chiloe VGPs based on uncorrected site-mean directions
Cocotue Beach
Site Lon Lat N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs01 279.0 -68.8 7 6.967 181.9 4.5 30-1000 a
93bs02 321.1 -66.6 6 5.692 16.2 17.2 250-1000 a
93bs03 290.2 -65.3 7 6.970 202.7 4.2 200-1000 a
93bs04 333.5 -49.4 7 6.987 470.1 2.8 320-570 t
93bs05 16.5 -32.2 8 7.859 49.7 7.9 300-1000 a
93bs06 11.6 -19.9 6 5.725 18.2 16.1 300-1000 a
93bs08 358.6 -55.9 5 4.903 41.3 12.0 150-850 a
Ancud
Site Lon Lat N R k a95 Levels/Type
93bs23 204.3 -49.7 5 4.963 108.6 7.4 260-580 t
93bs24 211.9 -59.6 7 6.967 181.5 4.5 250-580 t
93bs25 219.7 -47.5 6 5.944 90.0 7.1 300-1000 a
Note: see Table 3.2 for meaning of headings.
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Figure 3.5 South pole, equal area projection of northern Chiloe uncorrected 
site means (a), VGP based on uncorrected data (b), and paleomagnetic poles 
(c). Note wide scatter and reverse directions. An = Ancud datum, Co = 
Cocotue Beach datum. Gar = Cocotue Beach datum from Garcia et al. (1988), 
Ref = expected direction (a) and pole (h, c) from craton (Diehl et al., [1988] 
20-40 Ma North America pole rotated into South American reference frame 
using Pindell et al., [1988] stage pole).
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Figure 3.6 Orthogonal diagram showing one high stability magnetic 
component after thermal demagnetization of a Cocotue Beach sample (a) and 
an Ancud sample (b). Asterisks are in map view showing declination, circles 
are in section view showing apparent inclination. Numbers are thermal 
demagnetization levels (°C).
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the basaltic samples of Cocotue Beach remanence resides almost entirely in 
magnetite, as suggested by unblocking temperatures that range from 370° to 
580°C. However, in the Ancud samples, there are unblocking temperatures 
between 250° and 500°C (Figure 3.3b) and resistance to AF demagnetization 
(Figure 3.7). This may possibly be due to partial pyrrhotite remanence, single­
domain grains of magnetite, or varied titanium content in the 
magnetite/titanomagnetite. Confirmation of these possibilities requires 
polished-section study, though this was not pursued because there are too few 
Ancud sites to be statistically significant.
There was no directionally consistent difference between anchored and 
free line PCA line-fits for both Ancud and Cocotue Beach samples. But, like 
with the Lago Verde samples, the anchored line-fits were used to calculate site- 




The paleomagnetic pole for Cocotue Beach basalts, middle Tertiary in 
age (Garcia et al., 1988; Vergara and Munizaga, 1974), is shown in Figure 3.5c 
along with a Tertiary (20-40 Ma) cratonic reference pole. Comparison between 
the observed and expected poles indicates that at Cocotue Beach there has 
been 45° ± 18.7° of in situ, counterclockwise rotation (Table 3.3). Despite the 
large amount of between-site scatter of directions and VGPs for Cocotue 
Beach, this rotation is statistically significant at a 95 percent confidence level. 
But the lack of structural control makes this rotation tentative until the 
orientation of the rocks sampled are determined in the future.
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Figure 3.7 Orthogonal diagram of Ancud sample showing resistance to AF 
demagnetization of remanent magnetization. Asterisks are in map view 
showing declination, circles are in section view showing apparent inclination. 
Numbers are AF demagnetization levels (mT).
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4. Chapter 4: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 SUMMARY
1) The Lago Verde field area contains three main lithologic units. The 
oldest is the Lago Verde unit, consisting of interbedded lava fiows, pyroclastic 
rocks, and volcaniclastic rocks that are andesitic and rhyolitic in composition. 
The Lago Verde imit is best correlated with the Divisadero Group and, 
therefore, is likely Hauterivian to Albian/Aptian in age. The Sierra Negra unit, 
probably part of the Patagonian batholith, consists of small dioritic stocks 
that were likely intruded between roughly 130 Ma and 85 Ma. Pink granites of 
the Patagonian batholith comprise the Oyarzo unit, which was likely intruded 
at the end of the Cretaceous long normal period at approximately 85 Ma.
2) The paleomagnetic interpretations for the Lago Verde study area are 
based on several assumptions. I assumed that the rocks sampled acquired 
natxiral remanent magnetization after tilting and near the end of the 
Cretaceous long normal period. I assumed that the NRM is a result of 
remagnetization associated with emplacement of the Oyarzo unit at 
approximately 85 Ma. Included in this is the assumption that the Oyarzo unit 
is, in fact, temporally related to the other granites near the field area that have 
Late Cretaceous radiometric dates.
3) The paleomagnetic pole from structurally imcorrected directions for 
the Lago Verde locahty is at 82.6°S, 210.8°E (N= 12, K=28.2, Ag5=8.3).
4) If the above assumptions are correct, the Lago Verde area has 
experienced significant in situ, clockwise rotation. When the observed 
paleomagnetic pole is compared to a Cretaceous reference pole (the mean of
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Late Cretaceous [Butler et al., 1991] and middle Cretaceous [Somoza, 1994] 
poles) there is 17.7° ± 11.1° of clockwise rotation which is significant at a 95 
percent confidence limit. Using other reference poles (Van Fossen and Kent, 
1992; Butler et al., 1991) there is respectively 24.1° ± 10.5° and 26° ± 12.0° of 
clockwise rotation. There is no significant poleward translation at the 95 
percent confidence limit.
5) If my working hypothesis is incorrect, the age of magnetism is middle 
Cretaceous, and the Somoza (1994) reference pole is appropriate, then the 
paleomagnetic data from the Lago Verde area would imply that there has not 
been any significant displacement.
6) Paleomagnetic poles for Ancud and Cocotue Beach on northern
Chiloe were calculated to be at 210°E, 52°S {N- 3, K= 204.3, Aq5= 8.6) and 
349.4°E, 54.9°S (N=7, K= 16.3, 15.4), respectively. Interpretations and
conclusions are not made from the Ancud results because there are too few 
sites.
7) At Cocotue Beach there is 45.0° ± 18.7° of in situ, coimterclockwise 
rotation indicated by a comparison of the observed and expected middle 
Tertiary paleomagnetic poles. Though this rotation is statistically significant 
at a 95 percent confidence level, it should he regarded with suspicion because of 
a lack of structural control at the sampling locality and a large amount of 
scatter among the site-mean directions and VGPs.
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4.2 CONCLUSIONS
Using the kinematics from only one paleomagnetic pole each from the 
Lago Verde area and Cocotue Beach to construct sweeping regional tectonic 
implications is xmwarranted. However, some inferences can he drawn, alheit 
cautiously.
1) The clockwise, in situ rotation calculated for Lago Verde is consistent 
with the work of others (Garcia et al., 1988; Cemhrano, 1992) who have 
studied paleomagnetism east of the LOFZ. This result is particularly 
interesting because previous studies were concentrated along the northern 
segment of the fault zone. Thus the kinematic interpretation is extended to 
include more of the length of the LOFZ.
2) Though there is still uncertainty about the nature and timing of the 
LOFZ activity, clockwise rotation at the Lago Verde area is consistent with 
proposals that the LOFZ was at one time a dextral shear zone (Herve, 1976; 
Beck et al., 1993).
3) Lago Verde is over forty kilometers east of the Liquine Ofqui fault 
trace yet still was rotated 17.7° ± 11.1° clockwise. This implies that strain is 
not confined to the area immediately adjacent to the LOFZ, but is broadly 
distributed.
4) Although new directions from Cocotue Beach are highly scattered, 
they are consistent with previous results (Garcia, 1988; Rojas et al., 1994). 
Together, these new and old directions favor coimterclockwise rotation of the 
Chiloe Block west of the Liquifte Ofqui fault zone.
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4.3 FUTURE STUDY
Fxirther work is needed to confirm or reject my conclusions and 
interpretations. In the Lago Verde field area, the Lago Verde, Sierra Negra, 
and Oyarzo units must be radiometrically dated. This will both establish 
correlation of the rock units with units in the regional geological setting, and will 
give greater confidence to the paleomagnetic conclusions. The pink crystal 
vitric tuff and granite would be particidarly suitable for K/Ar geochronology.
At Ancud, more paleomagnetic samples must be collected in order to 
draw kinematic and tectonic conclusions that have statistical significance. 
Detailed petrographic study of pofished sections is required to determine the 
magnetic mineralogy of the rhyodacite samples.
Greologic mapping is required in and around the Cocotue Beach region to 
determine the structural orientation of the paleomagnetic samples collected in 
this study. I do not know if the large amount of scatter in the Cocotue Beach 
samples is inherent in the rocks or is related to human error. More 
paleomagnetic samphng is needed at this location for clarification.
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